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ABSTRACT

Since Schroeder [1], reverberation time can be com-
puted from the impulse response. Some other stud-
ies have shown the advantages of this method lead-
ing often to more accurate results than the classical
ones. But, it can be shown that, when background
noise is an important energetic part of the impulse re.
sponse, the Schroeder's method must be revised. A
theoretical approach is proposed showing the influence
of background noise and the integration boundaries in
the Schroeder's equation. Hence, a new upper limit of
integration is defined based on regression lines to model
background noise and decay. The intersection defines
t' being the useful length of the impulse response. Ex-
periments were processed in a large factory hall. Com-
parisons between classical reverberation time measure-
ments and Schroeder's method are made showing good
results even for the lowest values of signal-to-noise ra-
tio.

1.. INTR.ODUCTION

Since many years, some works have shown the impor-
tance of the impulse response in room acoustics. Many
criteria describing the quality of a room are derived
from the squared impulse response. Schroeder [1] has
proposed a ne\tr method for measuring reverberation
time based on the backward integrated impulse re-
sponse. This method is often used giving satisfying
results. But some problems exist when the measure '*t

is corrupted by background noise [2], [3], [4]. Ditrer-
ent techniques deal with this problem by substraction
or truncation of background noise [2]. But errors in
reverberation time calculation still remain.

In this paper, we present a theoretical approach of
the emor made on the reverberation time calculation
using the backward integrated impulse response leading
to a temporal limit defined as the useful length of the
impulse response.

2. THEORETICALAPPROACH
An ideal squared impulse response can be simply writ-
ten in an exponential form when the sound field is sup.
posed to be diffuse. It can be modelled as follows :

tJ 1t1 = Eo.e-k' (1)

where .86 is the energy at ü = 0 and t the damping
constant.

2.L. Pure exponential decay
Calculation of reverberation time using Schroeder's
equation [1] yields to :

(r' (r)) = * f,* h2 (r) dr (2)

and

(,'(r)) = N.*.,-o'
and

L {t) = ro l.s (r +) - lo rog (e

(3)

_*,) 
(4)

In practical cases, the upper limit of integration of
eq. (2) must be revised because a real measurement
reaches only a finite value 7, duration of acquisition.
Eq. (2) becomes :

(,?, (i)) = * l,' rf ft) ar

(,â(r)) =N +.e-kt-"-or) (6)

Taking ten times the iogarithm of eq. (6) :

Lr(t) = 10tog(I{ *, * 10}og(e-At * r-r') (T)

Eq. (7) shows that for large values of T, L7(t) =I (t) and therefore error on reverberation time calcula-
tion will tend to zero.

(5)



The end point (P2) is chosen 5 dB above the back-
ground noise. Regression line of the background noise
starts at point (P1y), chosen manually where the decay
seems to reach the noise, ending at the end of the ac-
quisition. The intersection of the two regression lines
gives the ü' value.

4, ERROR ON REVERBERATION
The impulse response is nor* :hortened at ü/.
(9) becomes :

TIME
So, eq.

(12)

Figure 1. Determination of t' on the logarithmic
plot of the squared impulse response

2.2, Exponential decay and background noise
Adding noise to the pure exponential decay yields to a
new formulation of the squared impulse response :

lr?u(t) = EN * Eo .e-kt (B)

where .Ey is an additional noise energy.
The backward integrated impulse response taken

over a finite time of acquisition 7 becomes :

1?
("fu,, (r)) = N J, n?* ft) ar (e)

(r1,, (r)) = N.EN(T-r)+N.+.("-*t-"-*z) (10)

So, the level becomes:

Lx,r(t) = 10log(N .EN(T -t)
+N +k-kt - e-kr)) (11)

Examining eq. (11), one can see that the term
EN(T - l), which is a noise term, affects the forrn of
the decay curve. So, the upper limit of integration 7
of eq. (9), is to be revised.

3. USEFUL LENGTH OF THE DECAY
CURVE

On the logarithmic plot of the squared impulse re-
sponse h'* (t) , a nerv temporal limit l/ is defined leading
to a noise truncation (Figure 1). Regression lines are
made on both decay and background noise. The begin-
ning point of the decay regression (&) ir based on the
mean free path. To avoid the first singular reflections,
this point is chosen just after the direct sound plus six
times the time corresponding to mean free path [5].

a.

n2* ft) ar

(rî,,, (r)) = N.Er,r(t'-r)+1/. ';.U-r'-r-e"; 1ts;

Taking ten times the logarithm of eq. (13) :

LN,r,(t) = 10log(N .EN(tt -t)
+N E;k-xt 

- "-xt'11 (14)

Errors expressed in dB can be written from eq. (4),
eq. (11) and eq. (14) :

€r(t)- Ltr,r(t)-L(t)

er(t) = 10log(t/ . EN(T - t)
Eo

*N î.(e-kt-r-o'))

-10log(r/ ff"-u',

(s) (rT,,,(r)) = * !,'

and

(15)

(16)

(18)

er,(t) - Lx,r,(t) - L(t) (ii)

er,(t) = 10log(N . EN(t' - t)
,rrEgr-kt-knN .î .(e-*' - "-*''))
-rolog(ff .'fr-n',

Considering eq. (16) and eq. (18), it can be seen

that the term N . Ay(T - ü) will always be greater
than the term .l[ . Ey(t' - ü) for a given time ü. So

the relative €rror €1,, which is the difference between
LN;,(t) and the theoretical curve ,L(ü), will be always
less thaa e7(t) over time range 0 to ü'. But ùhis error
cannot be estimated precisely.
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e-Èt' is a negligible value as well as (e-kt" - r-k'')
because in large reverberant rooms Àr' >> 1 and I{t" >>
1. Eq. (19) can be rewritten :

1,*,,,(t) = ïrot.-(#S6; ,

Figure 2. fllample of a measured impulse re-
sponse corrupted by noise

It can be seen also that Lx,t,(t) decreases steadily
until a value closed to ü' and then decreases to infinity
at ü'. So, Lx,t'(t) can be modelled as a straight line
until a value called ü" just les than ü' (see Figure 3).
A slope, p, is computed from L1ÿ,g,(t\ :

Figure 3. Logarithmic plot of the Schroeder,s
equation showing t" and t'

2 s signal acquisition at sample frequency 16 kHz. In
this experiments, three different signal-to-noise ratios
were obtaiued, one for point 1 and two for point 2.
Point 2 \{raÉ} measured with and without background
noise by adding white noise to the sequence. An ex-
ample of an impulse rspotrse is giveu in Figure 2. The
signal-to-uoise ratios (column 1 of Table 1) are the dif-
ference between the relative levels of points P1 and. P2
(see Figure 1). The values ofJ'are obtained from Sec-
tion 3. .E?6s (column 3 of Table 1) are computed from
the reverse-time integration of the squared impulse re-
sponse with a upper limit of integration equal to ü'.
Column 4 is the average of ten reverberation time ana-
logical measurements with their standard deviation in
column 5.

slB (dB) t'(s) H'1'ao 1 H'.l'.ao o (%)
1 12.5 0.53 1.90 1.93 8.8
, 18.3 0.78 2.06 1.90 8.9
o 11.0 0.53 109 1.90 8.9

Table 1. Results for three different
measurements in a large factory hall.

Figure 4 shows an example of the determination of
the reverberation time from the logarithmic plot of the
squared impulse response for point 1. The Schroeder's
equation with the upper integration limit equal to the
total duration (7 - 2s) gives the upper curve in Fig-
ure 4 leading to an overestirnated reverberation time.
On the other hand, with the upper limit of integration
equal to l' (lower curve in Figure 4), the computed re-
verberation time is very close to the analogical one (see

Table 1).

(20)

So, ,t1,,,1,(t) takes a nerv formulation which is an ap
proximation :

p=ï 1o.g (##+)

*1orog (oo u, .t' + N ?) trrl

5. RESULTS

Measurements were made in a large factory hall (2000
rn3). Ten linear reverberation times were measured in
two different points using white noise excitation. These
values will be taken as reference values for comparisons.
Furthermore, at the same points, impulse responses
were measured with an MLS equipment leading to a
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Figure L. Dterminatiou of t' oa the logarithmic
plot of the squared impulse response

2.2. Exponential decay .lr4 lsckground noise
Adding noise to the pure exponential decay yields to a
new formulation of the squared impulse response :

n?u(r) = Ex * Eo .e-kt (8)

where Erv is an additional noise energy.
The backward integrated impulse response taken

over a finite time of acquisition ? becomes :

1T
("fu,, (t)) = N J, h2* (r) dr (e)

("fu,, (t)) = N.E1y(?- ù+x.1.(e-kt-"-kr) (10)

So, the level becomes:

Ly,r(t) = 10log(tr .ENg -t)
+tt .E-!tr-kt - e-k7:)) (11)rri 

À 
\'

Examining eq. (11), one can see that the term
EN(T - ü), which is a noise term, affects the form of
the decay curve. So, the upper limit of integration 7
of eq. (9), is to be revised.

3. USEFUL LENGTH OF THE DECAY
CURVE

On the logarithmic piot of the squared impulse re-
sponse h'* (t), a new temporal limit ü/ is defined leading
to a noise truncation (Figure 1). Regression lines are
made on both decay and background noise. The begin-
ning point of the decay regression (&) i. based on the
mean free path. To avoid the first singular reflections,
this point is chosen just after the direct sound plus six
times the time corresponding to mean free path [5].

(s) (,fu,,, (r)) = * l,' h2* (r) dr (12)

(r1,,,(r)) - N.Ey(t -r)+// .*.U-r,-r-rr'; (13)

Taking ten times the logarithm of eq. (13) :

Ly,,,(t) = 10log(.4/.EN(tt -t)
+N +(r- 

kt - e-kt')) (14)

Errors expressed in dB can be written from eq. (4),
eq. (11) and eq. (14) :

er(t) - Lx,r(t) - L(t) (15)

er(t) = 10log(N.ENg-t)
Eo*N î'k-kt-"-o'))

-10 rog(N . ff,-r', (16)

The end point (P2) is chosen 5 dB above the back-
ground noise. Regression line of the background noise
starts at point (P1y), chosea manuallywhere the decay
seems to reach the noise, ending at the end of the ac-
quisition. The intersection of the two regression lines
gives the ü' value.

4. ERROR ON REVERBEn,ATION TIME
The impulse response is no§$ortened at ü'. So, eq.
(9) becomes :

and

ey(t) = LN,r,(t) - L(t) (17)

et,(t) = 10log(ff .EN(t' - t)

+// +'(e-kt-'-o''))
À

-10log(// .*r-u', (i8)k'
Considering eq. (16) and eq. (18), it can be seen

that the term Iy' . EN(T - ü) will always be greater
than the term .ly' . EN(t' - l) for a given time t. So

the relative €rror €1,, which is the difference between
LN,r,(t) and the theoretical curve .L(l), will be always
less than e7(t) over time range 0 to lt. But this error
cannot be estimated precisely.
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Figure 4. Determination of the reverberation
time from the logarithmic plot of the squared
impulse response

6. CONCLUSION

The theoretical approach shows that upper limit of in-
tegration and background noise are two important pa-
rameters in the reverberation time computation. The
first conclusion is that the impulse response must be
noisyless to obtain good results. Hence, when the back-
ground noise is not important, the upper limit of inte.
gation is not a real problem (see eq. (7)). The signal
acquisition must be large enough not to truncate the
decay. But in real situation, in factory hall for example,
high level background noise made by machines is always
present and often, it is impossible to stop it. The study
presented here shows the importance of this extraneous
noise on the reverberation time computation (see eq.
(16) and eq. (18)). The limit t' defined in this paper
represents a noise truncation but not a noise subsürac-
tion which allows to model the Schroeder's equation
as a straight line. Results presented in Table 1 show
that even for low signal-to-noise ratios, the computed
reverberation times are in the 95% confidence intervals
of the analogical ones. Some other experiments are in
progress to validate this method for larger reverbera-
tion times and lower signal-to-noise ratios. Further-
more, this method can also be used to compute energy
ratios taken from the squared impulse response leading
to acoustical criteria [6], avoiding errors due to the late
noisy part.
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